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Abstract
Treebanks can play a crucial role in developing natural language processing systems and

to have a gold-standard treebank data it becomes necessary to adopt a uniform framework
for the annotations. Universal Dependencies (UD) aims to develop cross-linguistically consis-
tent annotations for the world’s languages. The current paper presents the essential pivots of a
UD-based syntactically annotated treebank forMalayalam. Sentences extracted from the Indic-
Corp corpus were manually annotated for morphological features and dependency relations.
Language-specific properties are discussed which shed light on many of the grammatical ar-
eas in the Dravidian language syntax which needs to be examined in depth. This paper also
discusses some pertaining issues in UD taking into consideration the Dravidian languages and
provides insights for further improvements in the existing treebanks.

1. Introduction
A treebank is a collection of syntactically and (or) semantically annotated lan-

guage data. Most treebanks are developed using a combination of manual and auto-
mated processes (Kakkonen, 2006). Many treebanks based on dependency grammar
(Jiang and Liu, 2015; de Marneffe and Nivre, 2019) have been developed recently.
The Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič et al., 2020) of Czech is one of the largest
dependency treebanks. But with the growing need formultilingual language systems
and better cross-linguistic evaluations, a uniform framework is needed. Universal De-
pendencies (UD) (de Marneffe et al., 2021) is a framework for consistent annotation
of natural language data (parts of speech, morphological features, and syntactic de-
pendencies) across different human languages. UD is an open community effort with
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over 500 contributors who have produced 243 treebanks in 138 languages so far.1 Cur-
rently, UD has treebanks for 10 Indian languages among which there are 3 Dravidian
languages including Malayalam, the others being Telugu and Tamil. The Malayalam
treebank2 is a step forward to do better comparative evaluation of syntactic properties
of the Dravidian languages and also with other unrelated languages. The following
sections of the paper describe how the treebank was developed elaborating on the
challenges and the resorts taken.

2. Malayalam
Malayalam is a Dravidian language spoken primarily in the south-Indian state of

Kerala. Malayalam is an agglutinating language like the other Dravidian languages.
There are 35 million native-speakers of Malayalam in India. Malayalam has bor-
rowed freely from other languages, especially from Sanskrit. That accounts for lem-
mas of many content words resembling those in Sanskrit. The canonical word order
in Malayalam is SOV. Unlike Tamil or Telugu, Malayalam lacks verbal agreement, i.e.,
the verb does not encode the person, number and gender of the subject (nor those of
object or any other argument). We have a three-way distinction of tense in Malay-
alam, i.e., present, past and future. Additionally, Malayalam has perfective and im-
perfective aspects along with a number of different moods. Nominalized verb forms
are very frequent and so are cleft constructions. Core arguments are marked by the
morphological cases nominative (subject) and accusative (object). Core arguments
are bare noun phrases without adpositions. Subjects are suppressed when verbs are
passivized.

3. Data
The first 20 annotated sentences are Malayalam equivalents of the examples from

the Cairo CICLing Corpus.3 With a preference for texts from different genres in or-
der to get hold of different and unique syntactic constructions, the rest is taken from
the Malayalam part of IndicCorp (Kakwani et al., 2020). IndicCorp is a freely avail-
able corpus for Indian languages, developed by scraping of web sources comprising
of news articles, magazines and books. The corpus contains a single large text file
with automatic sentence segmentation, one sentence per line. The publicly released
version is randomly shuffled and untokenized.4 The size of the Malayalam part of
IndicCorp exceeds 50 million sentences. The Malayalam treebank currently contains
218 sentences / 2403 words, to be released in UD 2.12.

1https://universaldependencies.org/
2Currently just a small sample of Malayalam grammatical examples.
3https://github.com/UniversalDependencies/cairo
4Available at https://ai4bharat.iitm.ac.in/corpora.
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4. Methodology
We process the sentences in small batches. After the initial batches, annotation

guidelines specific to Malayalam are refined depending on phenomena encountered.
After each batch we also retrain a model for tagging and parsing and use it to pre-
annotate the next batch, which is then manually corrected in two steps: First, the
annotator verifies the annotation of everyword including its attachment in the depen-
dency tree, and modifies the annotation where needed. Second, automatic tools are
employed to identify errors and inconsistencies, which are then manually corrected.
We do not have at our disposal multiple Malayalam-speaking annotators who could
annotate the same span and then compare the results. Script-based quality checking
should at least partially compensate for this shortcoming.

Manual annotation (including corrections of tokenization and occasionally sen-
tence segmentation) is done in the CoNLL-U Editor (Heinecke, 2019).

4.1. Preprocessing

Unicode NFC normalization is applied to all input sentences. For example, some
texts represent the long ō (MALAYALAM VOWEL SIGN OO, U+D4B) as the sequence of ē
(MALAYALAM VOWEL SIGN EE, U+D47) and ā (MALAYALAM VOWEL SIGN AA, U+D3E); both
representations result in the same glyph. The normalization makes sure to convert
them to U+D4B, which is the canonical representation. In addition to NFC, we also
normalize a few sequences that are used as an alternative representation of so-called
chillu letters. These letters are specific syllable-closing variants of certain consonants
and they do not have analogy in other Indian scripts. The alternative encoding uses
a standard consonant followed by viram (U+D4D) and ZERO WIDTH JOINER (U+200D);
we convert any such sequence to the Unicode point dedicated to the resulting chillu
consonant.

Furthermore, we generate sentence-level English translationwith the help ofGoogle
Translate and we use a script5 to add Latin transliteration of whole sentences as well
as of individual word forms. This step is repeated after annotation to also provide
transliteration of lemmas.

4.2. Tokenization

InMalayalam, words are delimited bywhitespace characters or punctuation. Mul-
tiword tokens are relatively common in Malayalam. In the following situations, we
understand orthographic tokens as corresponding to multiple syntactic words and
split them:

• The copula ആക് (āk) ‘to be’ is written as a suffix of the nominal or adjectival
predicate. However, sometimes it is suffixed to another word in the clause, in-

5https://github.com/dan-zeman/translit/blob/main/conllu_translit.pl
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dicating that it is a clitic rather than a derivational morpheme that would derive
a verb from a noun/adjective.

• The quotative particle or the complementizer എന്ന് (enn) ‘that’ usually occurs
as a suffix of the verb or the copula. Given that we split the copula as a syntactic
word, we split the complementizer as well. (Also, it increases parallelism with
languages where complementizers are independent words, and avoids having
to define a language-specific feature for verb with complementizer.)

• The coordinating clitics -ഉം (-uṁ) ‘and’ and -ഓ (-ō) ‘or’ are written together
with conjuncts but analyzed as separate syntactic words.

• In orthography sometimes the object and the verb of a sentence occur as amulti-
word token. For example, in the sentenceെപൺകുട്ടി തെന്റ സുഹൃത്തിന് കെത്ത-
ഴുതി (peṇkuṭṭi tanṟe suhrttin kattelu̱ti) ‘The girl wrote a letter to her friend’, കത്ത്
(katt) ‘letter’ andഎഴുതി (elu̱ti) ‘wrote’ occur as amultiword token and are split.

4.3. Annotation

The selected sentences from the IndicCorp were added to the CoNLL-U Editor.
The editor commands were thereby used to carry out the annotations. Splitting of
tokens and/or paragraphs6 were done in the editor itself.

4.4. Validation and Feature Checking

The official UD validation script7 verifies the CoNLL-U file format as well as data
conformity with the general UD annotation guidelines. It can also check permitted
feature-value combinations for individual part-of-speech categories in the given lan-
guage, dependency relation subtypes, and lemmas of auxiliary verbs. We have pro-
vided Malayalam-specific definitions for these tests.

While the validator can exclude certain universally defined feature values from
Malayalam data, and it can allow feature values separately for individual POS cate-
gories, we want to specify more detailed rules that go beyond this. For example, the
UD validator knows that Gender is relevant for pronouns in Malayalam, but we want
to make sure that it occurs only with third-person personal pronouns. The UD val-
idator checks that Tense does not occur with anything but verbs (and auxiliaries), but
we want to be more specific, allow it for indicative forms and disallow it for impera-
tive and necessitative forms. Moreover, we want to increase consistency by requiring
that all verbs in indicative have a non-empty value of Tense. Tests of this sort are
implemented in the Udapi-Python tool8 (Popel et al., 2017) in the processing block

6While normally a line in the corpus corresponds to one sentence, some lineswere sequences ofmultiple
sentences.

7https://universaldependencies.org/release_checklist.html#validation
8http://udapi.github.io/
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ud.ml.MarkFeatsBugs. In the future we envisage similar language-specific tests also
for the dependency relations.

4.5. UDPipe

Manual annotation is a laborious task, especially if all morphological features have
to be filled out for every word in a morphologically rich language. We thus use UD-
Pipe 1.29 (Straka and Straková, 2017), a trainable tool that can tokenize text, tag it
and parse it in the UD style. Obviously, the output of UDPipe is not perfect, so we
must invest significant manual effort anyway, but at least part of the annotation can
be guessed correctly by UDPipe’s model.

After annotating the first 30 sentences (which was done without the help of UD-
Pipe), we used these sentences as training data and trained a simple model (with the
default configuration). This model was then used to parse 100 sentences from Indic-
Corp. As expected, the accuracy was quite bad, but at least the tool could guess the
approximate word segmentation and prepare the data in the CoNLL-U format. In
the next round we carefully polished annotation of the new sentences until it passed
the UD validation and all additional consistency tests defined by us. A new UDPipe
model, trained on 130 hand-annotated sentences, was significantly better and could
predict some annotations correctly. We will repeat this process with new batches of
manually verified data andwe expect themodel to gradually improve andmake fewer
errors.

5. Part-of-Speech Tagging

The current version of the treebank contains 16 part-of-speech tags including SYM
and X (see POS frequencies in Table 1); the only category missing from the current
data is interjections. For the POS tagging themorphological cueswere predominantly
used. But in some cases the syntactic context was considered to capture the word cat-
egory in a better way. For instance, the quotative particle എന്ന് (enn) ‘that’ is tagged
PART where it is used as a ‘quotative marker’ and SCONJ where it is used as comple-
mentizer.

AUX: The copula verbs ആക് (āk) ‘be’ and ഉണ്ട് (uṇṭ) ‘be’ are tagged AUX. Addi-
tionally, the modal auxiliary verbs കഴിയുക (kali̱yuka) ‘can, be able to’ and േവണം
(vēṇaṁ) ‘want’ are also tagged AUX.

CCONJ: The particle -ഉം (-uṁ) ‘and’ that serves as a conjoining element for nouns
and verbs is tagged CCONJ along with പേക്ഷ (pakṣē) ‘but’ and the particle -ഓ (-ō)
‘or’. In Malayalam, the third person plural pronouns ഇവര (ivar) ‘they’ and ഇവ (iva)
‘these’ can act as a conjunction if realized as എന്നിവര (ennivar) and എന്നിവ (enniva).
These forms are also tagged CCONJ.

9https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/udpipe/1
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POScount POS count POS count POS count
ADJ 230 CCONJ 93 PART 58 SCONJ 25
ADP 38 DET 39 PRON 84 SYM 1
ADV 99 NOUN 720 PROPN 260 VERB 282
AUX 113 NUM 42 PUNCT 317 X 2

Table 1. Frequencies of POS tags.

SCONJ: In Malayalam, the reported speech is marked with a quotative particle
(Asher and Kumari, 1997). The quotative particle എന്ന് (enn) when used as the com-
plementizer is tagged SCONJ. Malayalam has only one sentence-final complementizer.

PART: The particle -ഉം (-uṁ) when used as an emphasizing element (rather than
conjunction) is tagged PART. The quotative particle എന്ന് (enn) and its variant എന്ന
(enna)10 used in adnominal clauses are also tagged PART.

6. Morphological Features

The inherent gender of nouns11 determines which personal pronoun can refer to
the noun, and it is sometimes reflected as agreement on adjectives. It is not reflected
on verbs (unlike in related Tamil). We do not annotate the gender of nouns in data
but we do so for third-person pronouns with one of three values: Masc, Fem or Neut.
Like Gender, Animacy is also an inherent feature of nominal words (NOUN, PROPN, and
PRON). It has two values: Anim and Inan. Animacy is grammatically relevant because
inanimate nouns may occur without accusative marking -എ (-e)when used as direct
objects (cf. examples (1a) and (1b) below). Animates include nouns denoting per-
sons and in some cases animals, or trees. Animacy aligns with gender only partially.
Masculine and feminine third person pronouns refer to persons and are perceived as
animate. Neuter pronouns can be animate if referring to animals or plants, and inan-
imate otherwise. For inanimates, the accusative form is equal to the nominative അത്
(at) ‘it’, while for animates it uses a separate formഅതിെന (atine) ‘it’. We annotate the
animacy of third person neuter pronouns but we omit the feature for other personal
pronouns.

In example (1)we can see how the accusative case assignment based on animacy of
the objects plays a vital role in disambiguating the subject and the object. The example

10The quotative particle is realized as the relative particle എന്ന (enna) in relative clauses. It is referred to
as ‘relative particle’ in Asher and Kumari (1997).

11There is a tendency that masculine nouns end in -അൻ (-an) and feminine nouns in -ഇ (-i). For exam-
ple, male thief is കള്ളൻ (kaḷḷan) and female thief is കള്ളി (kaḷḷi). However this type of classification cannot
be generalized (Asher and Kumari, 1997).
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(1d) shows that if the object and subject both are animate, then the object needs to be
marked accusative, otherwise it will not be possible to distinguish the subject and
object in the sentence (because both SOV and OSV word orders are possible).

(1) a. ñān
I.NOM

oru
one

vaṇṭi
car

vāṅṅi
buy.PAST

‘I bought a car’
b. ñān

I.NOM
oru
one

vaṇṭi(y)-e
car-ACC

vāṅṅi
buy.PAST

‘I bought a car’
c. ñān

I.NOM
avan-e
he-ACC

viliccu
call.PAST

‘I called him’
d. *ñān

I.NOM
avan
he

viliccu
call.PAST

‘I called he’

Case has 13 possible values: Nom, Acc, Gen, Dat, Ins, Loc, Abl, All, Cmp, Com, Ben, Cau,
Voc. Malayalam is an agglutinative language and many spatiotemporal and/or case-
likemorphemes are analyzed as postpositions. The Case feature occurswith the nom-
inal words, i.e., NOUN, PROPN, PRON, NUM and also with nominalized verb forms. Nomi-
nalized verb forms are frequently used where the verbs take the nominalizing suffix
-ത് (-t) (Asher and Kumari, 1997). These verb forms are marked as VerbForm=Vnoun
and are morphologically marked for case, tense and polarity. In cleft constructions,
they occur along with the copula ആക് (āk), which is postposed to the focused ele-
ment. In example (2) we can see how nominalization works in Malayalam.

(2) a. avan
he.NOM

at
that

śariyāyi
correctly

para̱ññu
say.PAST

‘He said it correctly’
b. avan

he.NOM
para̱ññat
say.PAST.NML

śariy-āṇ
correct-be.PRES

‘What he said was correct.’
c. avan

he.NOM
para̱ññat-āṇ
say.PAST.NML-be.PRES

śari
correct

‘What he said was correct.’

Example (2a) is a simple declarative clause with a finite verb. (2b) shows the nomi-
nalized construction and (2c) is a cleft construction.
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7. Dependency Relations

The main dividing lines in the taxonomy of dependency relations in UD are be-
tween the core arguments of clausal predicates, non-core dependents of clausal pred-
icates, and dependents of nominals.12

7.1. Core and Non-Core Dependents

According to the UD taxonomy, core arguments are subjects and objects. But this
limits the treatment only to those constituents that are morphologically marked with
the nominative and accusative case.13 The non-core dependents or the oblique de-
pendents are those arguments with coding strategies not used by the core arguments
(Zeman, 2017). In world’s languages, certain predicates would take dependents oc-
cupying the subject and object positions and notmarked as nominative and accusative
respectively. For example, in the Czech sentenceMartin hýbá nábytkem ‘Martin moves
the furniture’, the noun nábytek ‘furniture’ takes the instrumental case, although the
verb hýbat ‘to move’ selects it as an argument. On being passivized the object remains
in the instrumental case (Zeman, 2017). Similar examples from other languages show
that what is traditionally regarded as ‘objects’ or ‘subjects’ in these languages may be
coded with cases similar to the oblique dependents.

7.1.1. Non-Nominative Subjects

The constituent ordering in morphologically rich languages can be different from
the typical ordering of nominative constituents preceding the non-nominative con-
stituents and it is largely semantically predictable (Bayer, 2004). For example in Ger-
man we do find instances where a dative argument occurs with certain predicates
which may or may not have any nominative arguments.

(3) a. Mir
me.DAT

ist
is

kalt
cold

‘I am cold’

b. Mir
me.DAT

war
was

schlecht
bad

‘I was sick’

Data from Sigurðsson (2004) for Icelandic also shows similar constructions. In
Icelandic the non-nominative subjects (NNS) are referred to as quirky subjects (Sig-
urðsson, 1992) as they pass the tests for subjecthood.

12https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/
13This follows from the normal treatment of A and P arguments in primary transitive clauses (Andrews,

2007) in Malayalam. The nominative and accusative cases identify nominal arguments. For open and
closed clausal dependents the core vs. non-core distinction is trickier (Przepiórkowski and Patejuk, 2018).
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(4) a. Þeim
them.DAT

er
is

kalt
cold

‘They are freezing’

b. Henni
her.DAT

fór
went

fram
forth

‘She got better’

This type of pre-verbal dative arguments in German and Icelandic look similar,
nevertheless they are syntactically different from each other (Fischer, 2004): In Ger-
man they are just oblique dependents, while in Icelandic there is evidence that they
behave like subjects, that is, core arguments.

Similar dative experiencer subjects in Kannada (Amritavalli, 2004) andHindi (Ma-
hajan, 2004) originate in unaccusative contexts, i.e., the nature of the predicates de-
cides the origin of these non-nominative subjects. In Malayalam, the dative expe-
riencer constructions occur with predicates that express possession and mental or
physical experience.

(5) a. avalkk
her.DAT

oru
one

vīṭ
house

uṇṭ
is

‘She has a house’

b. enikk
me.DAT

viśakkunnu
hunger.PRES

‘I am hungry’

The dative case of the dative NPs in Malayalam is an inherent or a semantic case
(Jayaseelan, 2004a) and there can be more than one case relation for an argument as
in (6):

(6) a. enikk
me.DAT

kali̱y-illa,
be.able-NEG

ninn-e
you-ACC

nokk-ān
look.after-INF

‘I cannot look after you’ (Jayaseelan, 2004a)
b. enn-ekkoṇṭu

me.INSTR
kali̱y-illa,
be.able-NEG

ninn-e
you-ACC

nokk-ān
look.after-INF

‘I cannot look after you’ (Jayaseelan, 2004a)

With the verb േനാക്കുക (nōkkuka) ‘look after’, we can have the dative and instru-
mental alternation on the subject argument. Both the sentences in (6) have the same
semantic reading. With a different verb having different semantics this is not possible:

(7) a. enikk
me.DAT

ninne
you-ACC

iṣṭam
liking

alla
NEG

‘I don’t like you’
(Jayaseelan, 2004a)

b. *enn-ekkoṇṭu
me.INSTR

ninne
you-ACC

iṣṭam
liking

alla
NEG

‘I don’t like you’
(Jayaseelan, 2004a)

Hence, Jayaseelan (2004a) concludes that dative NP is an oblique argument, not
a subject as the case-marking of the verb’s oblique arguments are semantically deter-
mined. Zeman (2017) has shown that the non-nominative arguments in Russian and
Czech do not behave like typical subjects and should be treated as oblique arguments
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...
..നിങ്ങൾക്ക് ..എേപ്പാൾ ..വരാൻ ..കഴിയും ..എന്ന് ..നിങ്ങൾ ..കരുതുന്നു ..?
..niṅṅaḷkk ..eppōḷ ..varān ..kali̱yum ..enn ..niṅṅaḷ ..karutunnu ..?
..you.DAT ..when ..come.INF ..can ..that ..you.NOM ..think.PRES ..?
..PRON ..ADV ..VERB ..AUX ..SCONJ ..PRON ..VERB ..PUNCT

.

nsubj/obl:subj?

.

advmod

.

ccomp

.

aux

.

mark

.

nsubj

.

root

.

punct

‘When do you think you can come?’

Figure 1. An example of a non-nominative subject.

...
..നിനക്ക് ..േചാക്കേലറ്റ് ..ഇഷ്ടം ..ആേണാ ..?
..ninakk ..cōkkalērṟ̱ ..iṣṭaṁ ..āṇō ..?
..you.DAT ..chocolate ..liking ..be.PRES.NEG ..?
..PRON ..NOUN ..NOUN ..AUX ..PUNCT

.

nsubj/obl:subj?

.

obj

.

root

.

cop

.

punct

‘Do you like chocolate?’

Figure 2. An example of a non-nominative subject.

marked with the dependency relation obl:arg. However, the existing UD treebanks
for the Dravidian languages, i.e., Tamil MWTT (Krishnamurthy and Sarveswaran,
2021) and TeluguMTG (Rama and Vajjala, 2018) treat the non-nominative arguments
as core dependents marking them as nsubj:nc. We have tentatively also used the
nsubj relation for non-nominative subjects in the current version of the Malayalam
UD treebank, hence all Dravidian UD treebanks are compatible. However, we re-
gard the question as open and do not exclude the possibility of re-analyzing them as
oblique dependents in the future—preferably throughout the Dravidian family.

Example annotation of NNS in Malayalam is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Since the
UD taxonomy of core vs. non-core dependents is an ongoing discussion in the UD
community we may revert the NNS to oblique dependents and label them with a
new subtype obl:subj. The goal here is to achieve a consistent explanation of the
NNS constructions across the Dravidian languages.
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..
..പീറ്ററിെന്റ ..അയൽക്കാരൻ ..േവലിക്ക് ..ചുവപ്പ് ..നിറം ..അടിച്ചു ...
..pīrṟa̱ri̱nre̱ ..ayalkkāran ..vēlikk ..cuvapp ..nira̱ṁ ..aṭiccu ...
..peter.GEN ..neighbour ..fence.DAT ..red ..colour ..hit.PAST ...
..PROPN ..NOUN ..NOUN ..ADJ ..NOUN ..VERB ..PUNCT

.

nmod:poss

.

nsubj

.

iobj

.

amod

.

obj

.

root

.

punct

‘Peter’s neighbor painted the fence red.’

Figure 3. An example of genitive modification.

..
..േജക്കബ് ..േതാമസിന് ..ൈഹേക്കാടതിയുെട ..രൂക്ഷ ..വിമർശനം ...
..jēkkab ..tōmasin ..haikkōṭatiyuṭe ..rūkṣa ..vimarś̱anaṁ ...
..Jacob ..Thomas.DAT ..high court.GEN ..severe ..criticism ...
..PROPN ..PROPN ..NOUN ..ADJ ..NOUN ..PUNCT

.

nmod

.

flat

.

nmod:poss

.

amod

.

root

.

punct

‘High Court criticizes Jacob Thomas.’

Figure 4. An example of an adjective modifying a nominal.

7.2. Nominal Dependents

nmod: We have used the nmod relation to mark the attributes of nouns or noun
phrases. The label nmod:poss is used for the genitive complements (Figure 3).

amod: This relation is used for all the non-clausal adjectival attributes of nouns or
pronouns (Figure 4).

7.3. Other Dependency Relations

Here we discuss the other relations, mainly the subtypes14 of various dependency
relations that are used for Malayalam.

cop:emph is a special relation capturing the focus in a phrase. In cleft constructions,
the verb is nominalized and the copula is postposed to the focused element (Figure 5).

14Subtypes are language-specific and optional.
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....
..ആർ ..ആണ് ..എഴുതിയത് ..എന്ന് ..അവർക്ക് ..അറിയില്ല ...
..ār ..āṇ ..elu̱tiyat ..enn ..avarḵk ..ari̱yilla ...
..who ..be.PRES ..write.PAST.NOML ..that ..they.DAT ..know.NEG ...
..PRON ..AUX ..VERB ..SCONJ ..PRON ..VERB ..PUNCT

.

nsubj

.

cop:emph

.

ccomp

.

mark

.

nsubj

.

root

.

punct

‘They do not know who wrote it.’

Figure 5. An example of a copula used to emphasize the focused constituent in cleft
constructions. More literally, the sentence says ‘Who is it (whose) writing (it was), that

they know-not.’

....
..ഇന്തയ്യിൽ ..ഉം ..കഞ്ചാവ് ..നിയമവിേധയമാക്കണം ..എന്ന ..വാദങ്ങൾ
..intyayil ..uṁ ..kañcāv ..niyamavidhēyamākkaṇam ..enna ..vādaṅṅaḷ
..India-LOC ..also ..cannabis ..legalize.NEC ..RP ..arguments
..PROPN ..PART ..NOUN ..VERB ..PART ..NOUN

.

obl

.

advmod:emph

.

nsubj

.

acl:relcl

.

mark

.

root

‘Arguments to legalize cannabis in India’

Figure 6. An example of the -ഉം (uṁ) particle emphasizing a nominal. This sentence also
serves as an example of a relative clause.

advmod:emph: The particle -ഉം (uṁ) (which is also the coordinating clitic) is used
as an emphasizing element and to differentiate it from the cc dependency relation,
advmod:emph is used (Figure 6).

compound:svc: Serial verb constructions are the sequence of verbs and their (sha-
red) complements.15 The verbs in these constructions are not separated by any overt
marker of coordination or subordination. In most of the cases, the verbs are lexical-
ized and cannot be separated by any intervening material. The final verb is usually
finite and the preceding verbs are non-finite and resemble the past participle forms
(Jayaseelan, 2004b) (Figures 7 and 8).

15https://universaldependencies.org/u/dep/compound-svc.html
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...

..ഈ ..ആെള ..േപാക് േസാ ..േകസ് ..ചുമത്തി ..േപാലീസ് ..അറസ്റ്റു ..െചയ്തു

..ī ..āḷe ..pōksō ..kēs ..cumatti ..pōlīs ..ara̱srṟu̱ ..ceytu

..this ..man ..POCSO ..case ..impose ..police ..arrest ..do

.. ..-ACC .. .. ...PAST-PRT .. .. ...PAST

..DET ..NOUN ..PROPN ..NOUN ..VERB ..NOUN ..NOUN ..VERB

.

det

.

obj

.

compound

.

obj

.

compound:svc

.

nsubj

.

compound

.

root

‘He was arrested by the police on a POCSO case.’

Figure 7. An example of a serial verb construction.

..

..അനുജൻ ..കളിക്കാൻ ..ൈബക്കുകൾ ..നിർമിച്ചു ..നൽകിയായിരുന്നു ..തുടക്കം

..anujan ..kaḷikkān ..baikkukal ..nirm̱iccu ..nalkiyāyirunnu ..tuṭakkaṁ

..Anujan ..play ..bikes ..construct ..give ..start

.. ...INF .. ...PAST-PRT ...PERF ..

..PROPN ..VERB ..NOUN ..VERB ..VERB ..NOUN

.

nsubj

.

xcomp

.

obj

.

compound:svc

.

acl

.

root

‘It started with making bikes for Anujan to play with’

Figure 8. An example of a serial verb construction.

acl:relcl: The relative clause formation requires the relative particleഎന്ന (enna).
This subtype can be also applied to the sentential relative clauses but there are no
such examples in the treebank yet. The participial relative clauses are treated as de-
pendents of nominals and are labelled with the dependency relation acl:relcl; an
example can be seen in Figure 6.

conj: According to UD guidelines, coordination receives asymmetric treatment,
i.e., the leftmost conjunct is the technical head and all other conjuncts ‘depend’ on
it. For head-final languages it may cause a problem as discussed for Japanese and
Korean in Kanayama et al. (2018). This depends on how the case marking happens
in these languages. If both the conjuncts are case-marked then the left-headed conj
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....
..അവൻ ..പുകവലി ..ഉം ..മദയ്പാനം ..ഉം ..നിർത്തി
..avan ..pukavali ..uṁ ..madyapānam ..uṁ ..nirṯti
..he.NOM ..smoking ..and ..drinking ..and ..stop.PAST
..PRON ..NOUN ..CCONJ ..NOUN ..CCONJ ..VERB

.

nsubj

.

obj

.

cc

.

conj

.

cc

.

root

‘He stopped smoking and drinking’

Figure 9. An example of coordination.

relation works fine but if the mechanism of case assignment to the conjuncts happens
in some other way that might disrupt the phrasal units, then the existing principle
of left-headed conj may pose some challenges. In Malayalam, we see that the left-
headedness does not cause any problems. Malayalam uses multiple cc relations in a
coordination unit because the coordinating clitics -ഉം (-uṁ) ‘and’ and -ഓ (-ō) ‘or’ are
appended to each of the conjuncts (Figure 9).

8. Conclusion

This paper presents the properties of a newUD-based treebank forMalayalam. We
have discussed the annotation process along with elaborating on the various choices
of the dependency relations. The UD treebanks of the Dravidian languages need to
adopt a consistent annotation for syntactically similar constructions. We have illus-
trated various ways in which many syntactic phenomena in Malayalam have been
tackled based on the existing UD guidelines. In the subsequent releases of the tree-
bank, the annotations may undergo subtle improvements.
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